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Results

The use of robots in orthodontics can increase the
precision, quality, and safety of various
procedures and also reduce the treatment time .
The study aimed to provide a current review of
the application of robots in orthodontics.
Methodology
Three database searches (PubMed, Scopus, and
Web of Science) were conducted through related
to robots and orthodontics
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Robot arm

Helpful to reposition the bone segments with improved accuracy and safety

Robot arm with six
degrees of freedom .

The robotic system can enhance orthognathic surgery through improved accuracy,
dexterity, and stability.

W. Joerd van der Meer
et al., 2016
Ralf Müller-Hartwich et
al., 2016
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Wire-bending
robotic machine
SureSmile technology

Can produce multicomponent dental appliance without the need of physical model of
patient’s dentition
The highest precision may be expected for all translational and rotational components
of incisor movement.
The third generation wire bending robot formed more accurate bends than manually
bent archwires
Model surgery performed with the aid of a robot arm is significantly more accurate in
anteroposterior and vertical planes than is manual model surgery
CARLO® device could be a useful alternative to conventional burs, drills, and
piezosurgery instruments for performing osteotomies
The SureSmile process results in a lower mean ABO OGS score and a reduced
treatment time than conventional approaches.

Rohit C.L. Sachdeva et
al., 2012
Katsuyoshi Futaki et al.,
2016

SureSmile technology

SureSmile treatment facilitates more timely care than conventional treatment.

Patient robot

Patient robot is useful in orthodontic bonding practice
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Screening

Identification

Background and Objective

Records
identified
through database
searching
(n =188)

Additional
records identified
through other
sources
(n = 5)

Records after duplicates removed (n = 140)
Records screened
Title/abstract
(n =140)
Full-text articles
assessed for eligibility
(n = 42)

Studies included in
the review
(n = 10)

Records excluded
(n = 98)

Full-text articles
excluded
(n = 98)

LAMDA
The robot arm
(FaroArm)
CARLO® device
SureSmile technology

Conclusion
Based on the review it can be concluded that robots in orthodontics can provide improved accuracy,
predictability, safety, quality of care with remarkably less treatment time compared to traditional methods.
However, due to the heterogeneity of the studies, the generalization of results may be difficult. Further, highquality research is needed to prove the usefulness of robots in orthodontic practice.
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